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In 1966 the Norwegian whalers far small whales for the first

time extended their whaling operation to Southeast Greenland waters.

A further geographical extension took place in 1968 when four of

the whaling vessels laie the course for West Greenland, one of them.
operating in the beginning cf the season and the other three in the

end of the season. As little is known about the whales occurring

in these waters, a research programme was planned the main aim of

which was to record whales observed, to mark whales, and to examine

the whales being caught.

In July and August 1)68, my colleague Mr. I. Christensen,

scientific assistant at our Institute, and I embarked in the

whaling vessel llHar~ybuenll. vJe left Reykjavik on the 4th July and

spent some few days in Northwest Icelandic waters before heading

for Southeast Greenland, where we arrived on the 13th July. Until

7th August we operated in this area as far north as to 64°03' N,

38°10' v. From 7th to 15th August a quick cruise was made in South-

west Greenland waters, from Cape Farewel1 to F$ringerhavn and

return. We then moved northwards off the coast of Southeast Green-

land and crossed the Denmark Strait heading for Isafjord in Iceland

were we arrived on the 21th August. On the 25th August the cruise

was finished in Alesund, Norway.
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I 1,'1111 no\'; tY'v er..d gi ','0 3 b::'ief dIJscription of the work

up yet, tl10 follo;,ljng 8C':C;C'iit (:~..\!.l'::.t~~"1u8ntly must be regarded as

prelir:-::Lrwry.

Cb :2T"'," t: lC'n cf h'I18 18 c:; •--""."~-------.-_._~-_ ... -.--.-.--.....

Almost all whales observed during the cruise were recorded.

However, especially in East Greenland waters many more whales would

have bacn S99n if the Vi~ibility bad not been extremely poor due to

fog almost every ci::ty. In wlditiol1 a greBt many more of thone Hpno;pc:

of whales which live in the decp waters off the oonttnental shalf

would certainly have bgen seen if we had not mainly been interested

tn catching minke whales which were more frequently found nearer to

the C02St.

Fig.l shotJS the C1ppruxi"inte loc8J.j. ties of the different speciec

killer t'lhales

übscrved on tvw ar~d one occassion respectively.

Scattered occurences of fin whales were recorded off Fooringer-

havn, on the continental shelf off Southea~t Greenland and in the

Denmark Strait between Greenland and North west Iceland. Greater

concentrations of fin whales were also seen, mainly on or just out-

side the edge of the shelf off Southeast Greenland. As a matter of

fact there were surprisingly many of them present in these waters
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since fin whal.o blows always neen on dayn with serviceable sighting

conditions. On the 13th July being in position 630 27'N, 38°l5'W as
~

many 75 fin whales were estimated to be within 6 ~. m. from the vessel,

and schools of them, evidently feeding on capelin, were seen all _: ......

around.

In East Greenland waters, minke whales occasionally were seen

close to fin whales, however, it was a striking fact that as a rule

they were found on the shelf, often near or in the drift ice and

sometimes very close to icebergs. Several of them were usually present

in limited areas of Southwest Greenland. Only minke whales were seen

off the coast between Cape Farewell and Fooringerhavn. Fin, sperm and

pilot whales, however,were alRO recorded off F~ringerhavn.

Sperm whales were seen by several occassions in almost the same

areas as fin whales. They usually occurred in small scattered schools.

On the 11th July about 40 sperm whales were seen during 4 hours in

the Denmark Strait off Northwost Iceland. On the 19th August 8 sperm
restricted 0

whales were observed in avärea in position 650 35'N, 30 45'W. In a

few cases single sperm whales also were found on the shelf, one for

example on the westside of the Sermilik Deep, East Greenland, where

the depth was 270 meters.

Great schools of pilot whales were seen in the northeastern
QS..part of the Denmark Strait, and on outside the edge of the shelf off

Southeast Greenland and Fooringerhavn.

White-beaked dolphins were by far the most common species

observed off Southeast Greenland. In ereas were fin whales were

plentiful, white-beaked dolphins in great numbers were always seen.
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'- This no doubt was connected with their feeding, since it wa~ several
':.

~1me~ observed that white-beaked dolphins ate capelin out of the mouth of

the surfacing fin whales. The dolphins probably in contrast to the

fin whales were not able to descend deep enough to catch the capelin.

The particular feeding behaviour of white-beaked dolphins in South

east Greenland waters will be described in detail in a future paper.

Two humpback whales were seen on 11th July in position 66
o

N,

tt 26°3Q'W. They were moving north along the edge of the ice.

Surprisingly few killer whales were seen. Two an±~als were

observed off West Iceland on 5th July. In addition a school of 10

killer whales including 2 1arge males were seen off East Greenland

in position 630 1S'N, 390 35'W. on the 23th July.

Whale marking.

Altogether 19 whales were effectively marked (Fig. 1). A minke

whale was marked in the Isafjord, Ice1and, a sperm wha1e and 3 fin

tt whales in the Denmark Strait and 14 fin off Southeast Greenland.

The sma11 "Discovery mark" was used for marking the minke wha1e.

One of the marked fin whales has 1ater been reported caught.

This whale was marked off Southeast Greenland on the 13th July in

position 630 27 f N, 380 15'W and caught by an Islandic catcher on the

20th July in approximate position 650 25'N, 2S
o
30'W. During 7 days

this whaLe had moved 280 n. m., almost crossing the Denmark Strait.

The find of the mark in question proves that there is a connection

between fin whales inhabiting Southeast Greenland waters and those

be~ng caught in the Denmark Strait by the Icelanders.
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Examination of minke whales.

Altogether 36 minke whales were eaught during the eruise

(Fig. 2). One was taken in the Denmark Strait, 5 off Southwest Green

land and 30 off Southeast Greenland. General biologieal data ineluding

body measurements were aehieved from all of them.

With regard to external appearanee it was a striking fact that

no dia tom-film was found on the skin of all whales but one. Some few

had external parasites (R~nella) or fresh sears from Penella being

reeently lost. It may therefore be eoneluded that even as late as in

July and August probably a great part of the minke whales inhabiting

South Greenland waters are reeent immigrants.

Examination of stomaeh contents showed that all the whales

eaught on the eastern side of Greenland had fed on eapelin. In these

waters, there must be enormcus quantities of eapelin and no doubt

the presence of this fish is the main reason why fisheating Balaen

opterids like fin and minke whales migrate into the area. On the

western side, however, three of the whales had fed on euphausids and

the remaining two on sandeel.

Finally, it was found that nine out of ten sexually mature

females were pregnant, a fact whieh confirms e8rlier statements based

upon examination of minke whales in Norwegian coastal waters and in

the Spit~bergen area, that this species gives birth every year.
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